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October 19, 2010

The Honorable Jane Cline
President
National Association of Insurance Commissioners
2301 McGee Street, Suite 800
Kansas City, MO 64108

RM Medical Loss Ratio Calculations and Admit Compensation
Dear Commissioner Cline:

We are writing to express our concern with the proposed Regulation for Uniform Definitions and
Standardized Methodologies for calculation of the Medical Loss Ratio for Plah Years 2011,
2012, and 2013 ahd to describe the amendment we intend to offer during Thursday rhorhing a
Planary Session.

There is cqnaiderable concern shd uncertainty among both regulators and private sector about
how the implementation of the Medical loss ratio (MLR) requiterriehts will affect the marketplacein general and insurance producers and their continued viability in particular. Many believe
there Will be considerable market distuptl0h once the provisions take effect next year and that
the draft regulation-in its current-f4rth will force companies to leave the marketplace,
dramatically reduce agent corbpensation, or take other draconian steps. More importantly, the
adoption of the.)tdposed regulation in its current forrn is likely to have dramatic reperdussions in
our,respective.states.and directly lead to the loss #thousands of insurancerelated jobs at a
time when our hational econo ny Continues to struggle.
Insurance producers serve ah incredibly beneficial purpose in the health care rriarketplace, and
that role is placed in jeopardy by the draft regulation. Agents shd brokers provide credible
advice and trustworthy counsel to cohaurders who are confused or overwhelmed by the systemand serve as-advocates to those who confront problems and barriers. The erectment of health
care reform ermures that consumers will need the assistance of agents more than ever in the
months and years to.come, and the NAIC should not enact standards and rules that discourageinsurance buyers (whether individualtor small businesses) and insurers from working with
agents. The proliferation of scam artists now attempting to sell fraudulent policies and take
advantage of the ignorance of the averpge consumer highlights why competent, qualified, and
accountable agents are so essential.

In order to address these problems and because of the high stakes involved, the undersigned
regulators are sponsoring an amendment to the draft regulation that would exclude producer
compensation from the MI..R calculations. Our amendment calls for the addition of the following
text to the proposed regulation’s definition of "earned premium:"

"For purposes of this regulation only, the term ’earned premium’ shall not include fees or
commissions included in premiums that are collected solely for the purpose of passingsuch fees or commissions on to an unaffiliated third party ideurance producer to the
extent such fees or commissions are actually paid."

Excluding agent compensation from the MLR calculation would achieve several important
results. First, the MLR mandates will almost certainly produce considerable disruptive effects in
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the marketplace unless some relief is provided, and the amendment above will avoid this near-
certain shock effect. ,Second, unless action is taken, the.important advisory and advocacy role
performed by countless insurance,agents every day will be jeopardized once the new
requirements take effect.

In conclusion, we thank you for the opportunity a present this amendment to the.Executive
Corhmittee and Plenary during the regulatiori’s consideration and urge its adoption on ’thursday
rnorriing.

Sincerel ,
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